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THE HON COMPANY LAUNCHES EMPOWER®
MADE IN THE USA BENCHING SYSTEM CONNECTS THE WAY PEOPLE WORK
(MUSCATINE, IA – July 17, 2017) – The HON Company has introduced a new benching system in
the first phase of a strategy to address the changing needs of the open plan work environment. Made
in the USA, Empower is a competitively priced benching solution designed to be simple in every way,
from ease of specification and ordering to quick installation and efficient power management.
“When we say we are redefining simplicity, we mean it. Empower is easy to specify and order,
including one-model bundle packs. It delivers quickly and takes minutes to install,” says Brian Trego,
vice president, product development and marketing at The HON Company. “So whether you need a
benching solution for a small start-up company or a large office expansion, Empower gets your
business up and running fast.”

HON recognized a market need for one benching solution that could cleanly and effectively distribute
power to open plan office spaces. The discrete design of Empower’s wire troughs seamlessly
integrate power and wire management to each workstation from below the worksurface, eliminating
the clutter of extension cords and tangled cables. Conveniently run power from the ceiling to the
workstation through a power pole, or keep cords collected and controlled from the floor to the wire
trough with the vertebrae model. Additional HON Workplace tools, such as power modules, bring data
directly to the surface.

Designed to keep up with the evolving demands of today’s businesses, Empower benching allows you
to fit more people into a smaller area without sacrificing privacy, style or productivity. Center shared or
side screens allow individuals to establish a personal workspace while the absence of panels fosters
interaction within the modern open plan layout.
“Empower provides access to power and data at your fingertips and supports a variety of work styles,
maintaining connectivity and promoting collaboration in an era of untethered workspaces,” adds
Trego. “HON looks forward to building on these features to expand its portfolio of integrated power
solutions for the workplace.”
Empower also coordinates well with HON storage, such as Contain® or Voi® credenzas and mobile
pedestals, as well as HON seating for a complete office solution. Choose from a variety of laminate
and paint finish options that allow you to express your personal style or brand. And backed by HON’s
unparalleled Full Lifetime Warranty, you can trust the quality of the American-built Empower benching
line. To learn more about Empower, visit hon.com/empower.
About The HON Company
Since 1944 The HON Company has delivered inspired practicality to the workplace. By obsessing
over tiny details and emphasizing timeless over trendy, HON designs and manufactures workplace
furniture including chairs, tables, desks, workstations and storage. Headquartered in Muscatine, Iowa,
The HON Company has numerous manufacturing facilities strategically located throughout the United
States, and markets its products through a nationwide network of loyal distribution partners. The HON
Company is the largest operating company of HNI Corporation, a leading global office furniture
manufacturer (NYSE: HNI). For more information, visit hon.com.

